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“I would be doing more for the 
project, myself, and 
archaeology, he argued, if I 
attempted to say something 
about the forms, settings, and 
spatial relationships of the sites 
themselves and what all this 
might imply about the societies 
that constructed and lived in 
them” (1974, p. 153).



Settlement pattern

the way in which man disposed himself over the landscape on which he lived. It refers 
to dwellings, to their arrangement, and to the nature and disposition of other buildings 
pertaining to community life. These settlements reflect the natural environment, the 
level of technology on which the builders operated, and various institutions of social 
inter-action and control which the culture maintained. Because settlement patterns 
are, to a large extent, directly shaped by widely held cultural needs, they offer a 
strategic starting point for the functional interpretation of archaeological cultures.
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!
the study of the relationships between technology and those 
natural resources lying within economic range of individual 
sites." (Vita-Finzi and Higgs 1970:5) 

the catchment of an archaeological site is that area from 
which a site (or more properly, the 
inhabitants of a site) derived its resources (Vita-Finzi 
1969a:106)

Site catchment (najdiščno zajetje)



6 Bintliff

early 1970's was the later Holocene evolution of the Plain of Western Macedon, where the scale of
landscape transformation was vast as a result of the mighty river systems involved in the growth of
sediments in this coastal plain (Figure 2). The modern landscape bore no resemblance to that of Neolithic
times, and even a more recent era, that of the Classical and Hellenistic Kingdom of Macedon under
Philip, Alexander and their predecessors, saw a quite different plain from that of present times. Here we
can introduce an additional and important complication, that landscape change in the Holocene is clearly
not a 'uniformitarian' geomorphic process, where observation of presentday geomorphic behaviour and
measurements of rates of accumulation or denudation can be extrapolated backwards into prehistory.
Although the great rivers such as the Axios, debouching into the Macedonian coastal plain, will always
have deposited a heavy bedload, the parameters of alluvial floodplain development changed completely
during the mid-Holocene, with the shift in worldwide eustatic sealevel rise from a rapid rise regime to one
characterising the later Holocene till today, where sealevels have perhaps risen only slightly (maybe 1
metre per millennium on average). From a situation where much of the potential river silt was deposited
into the waters of a rising Thermaic Gulf, this caused a dramatic modification, where alluvial deposition
easily outstripped sealevel rise, giving rise to the well-documented massive expansion of a subaerial delta
over the last 2500 years, landlocking a former harbour town of Pella some 30 kms from the present
coastline (Bintliff, 1976).

f==| heavy alluvial soils

I ; 'I light crasta soils

K'· :l thick limestone soils

I·';.:·':·':! thin limestone soils

Fig 1. Catchment analyses of two Neolithic sites on the Tavoliere Plain, Italy, using the modem
geomorphological context (from Jaiman and Webley 1975)

Similar changes in environmental parameters help to account for rates of growth in the great coastal
river systems of Western Turkey (Figure 3) which clearly cannot be extrapolated back through the
Holocene, and which were responsible for recurrent shifts in associated human setuement systems, most



Spatial archaeology (1977)

Analytical Archaeology  (1967)

David Leonard Clarke (1937–76)

“archaeology is archaeology”



Arheološka najdišča predstavljajo lokacije aktivnosti kulturnih 
sistemov. Ker so te aktivnosti prostorsko diferencirane, ne 
moremo pričakovati, da bo eno najdišče odražalo večjih in 

kompleksnejših poselitvenih sistemov. Raziskave, katerih cilj je 
razlaga kulturnih sistemov in procesov, morajo biti načrtovane 
tako, da upoštevajo vse tipe najdišč, na katerih se pojavljajo 

različne komponente kulturnih sistemov (Judge, Ebert in 
Hitccock 1975,83)



Point pattern analysis



Določitev teritorijev



SETTLEMENT AND TERRITORY
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Figure 13.8 (a) Two-dimensiona l settlemen t expansio n mode l (re-drawn from Ellison and
Harris s 1972: fig. 24.16); (b) mode l of secondar y expansion 2 from primar y settlemen t 1
followed by tertiar y interstitia l infill 3. Source : J. Bintliff.

the dynami c spread of farmin g villages, thi s time allowing daughte r colonie s to
spread in all direction s from a single pionee r communit y before interstitia l infill,
the sequenc e might run as follows (Fig. 13.8b): pionee r village colonize s its
surrounding s (Phas e 1); in an ideal scenario a single, 5-kilometr e radius , origin
communit y would eventuall y be surrounde d by a complemen t of six secondar y
hamlet s each with a 5-kilometr e radiu s catchmen t (Phas e 2); if a tertiar y series of

Walter Christaller
Die zentralen Orte in 
Süddeutschland (1933)
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FIGUR E 6. Aerial view of Thespia i (nort h at the top) .

Thespiai ; but it enclose d a very small area
(abou t 12 ha), and it was hard to believe that a
famou s and prosperou s city had been entirely ,
or even largely, confine d within these limits .
Were the 'ruins ' to the east a clue to the answer?

Th e laboriou s investigatio n of the site
showed otherwise . Because of the quantit y and
densit y of the surface material , we were able to
prepar e detailed period maps of Thespia i at
each main phase of its occupatio n from the
Neolithi c to the Ottoma n period . FIGURE S 7-9
show thre e of the most revealing of these period
maps ; but it will be easiest to follow again a
chronologica l sequenc e in reconstructin g the
developmen t of the site. First , Thespia i enjoys
some reput e as a rich source of Neolithi c
surface - finds (Caske y 1951). A shor t way to the
northeas t of the polygona l enclosure , the
ground , rises slightly to form a magoul a or
artificia l elevation : here , and only here , we
foun d a thic k concentratio n of fine Neolithi c

painte d wares, showing where settlemen t first
occurre d on this gently-sloping, low- lying,
well-watered site. Thereafter , Thespia i
expanded ; but throughou t the Bronze Age, and on
into the Early Iron Age and even the Archaic
period , occupatio n materia l present s a curiousl y
sporadi c pattern , as if there were not one but
several small nucle i of settlement . For the later
period at least (9th to 6th centurie s BC: FIGUR E 1\
thi s pictur e conform s to the mode l for the growth
of the historica l Gree k city from a scatter 0*
separat e villages or hamlets , for which the classic
illustratio n — since it is described in such term s by
Thucydide s (i 10, 1) in the 5th centur y BG - ^
ancien t Sparta . A straggling, unwalled Thespia 1

canno t however have lasted indefinitely , for we
learn from the same writer (iv 133, 1) tha t by the
5th centur y the city was fortified . The Classical
period map (FIGUR E 8) shows a huge spread 0»
material : it include s an extension to the nort h n»
the Thespio s river, which provides the nearest



!
!
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This fossil record may be read in the quantitatively variable 
spatial clusterings of formal classes of artifacts. We may not 
always be able to state or determine what specific activities 
resulted in observed differential distributions, but we can 
recognize that activities were differentiated and determine the 
formal nature of the observable variability. I have argued 
elsewhere (Binford 1962: 219) that we can recover, both from 
the nature of the populations of artifacts and from their spatial 
associations the fossilized structure of the total cultural system. 

!
!
!

Binford, L. R., A consideration of archaeological research 
design. Am. Antiq. 29(4), 1964, 425-41.  

Vzorčenje



Populacija, ki se jo vzorči in enote, ki jo tvorijo, morajo biti jasno definirane, da ni 
nobenega dvoma o tem, kaj vzorec predstavlja. 
!
Bolje je celoto razdeliti na več manjših enot kot pa na manjše število večjih enot. S tem se 
izognemo, da po naključju vključimo večji del nereprezentativne „heterogenosti“ v vzorcu. 
!
Enote naj bodo približno enako velike. Tako eliminiramo pristranost, ki izhaja iz zveze med 
sestavo in velikostjo populacije. 
!
Vse enote naj bodo medsebojno neodvisne. Izbor ene enote ne sme na noben način 
vplivati na izbor druge enote. 
!
Iste enote je potrebno uporabljati pri vzorčenju, tabulaciji in analizi. 
!
Celota, ki jo vzorčimo mora biti predstavljena (katalogizirana) na jasen način. 
!
Metoda izbora vzorčne enote mora biti povsem neodvisna od značilnosti, ki se jih želi 
ugotavljati. 
!
Če se želi ohraniti naključnost, mora vsaka enota imeti enako možnost izbora. 

Vzorčenje



V prvi fazi je potrebno z vzorčenjem  (statistično naključnim) ugotoviti lokacije najdišč, 
njihovo gostoto in distribucijo v odnosu do naravnih značilnosti opazovanega prostora. !
Predlaga stratifikacijo področja glede na pedološko karto in mrežo kvadrantov za vsak 
tak stratum (0,5 kvadratne milje posamezen kvadrant). Predpostavil, da 20% 
pregledanih kvadrantov omogoči ustrezno reprezentativnost.!
!
Nato sledi postopek v 7 korakih, kako izberemo najdišča za izkopavanja in upravičimo 
ustreznost in reprezentativnost postopka in pridobljenih informacij. !
!
Izdela se taksonomija najdišč, ki temelji na formalnih atributih, opazovanih pri pregledu.!
Določita se relativna frekvenca in distribucija tipov najdišč glede na izvirne stratume 
(npr. pedološke tipe).!
!
Stratificira se populacija najdišč v vzorčnih strata na podlagi tipologije, ki je še dodatno 
stratificirana v smislu izhodiščnih meril (npr. pedološki tipi).!
!
V skladu s časom in sredstvi, ki so na voljo, se določi delež vsakega posameznega tipa 
najdišč za izkopavanja, da bi se dobilo zanesljive informacije o njihovi notranji sestavi.!
!
Oštevilčiti vsako najdišče v vsakem vzorčnem stratumu (1-n)!
!
Izbere se po statistično naključni metodi najdišča za izkopavanja!
Izkopavanja!



/Jack D. Nance, Regional  Sampling in Archaeological Survey: The Statistical Perspective. 
Advances in Archaeological Method and Theory, Vol. 6 (1983), pp. 289-356) 
!
2 elementarni funkciji metod vzorčenja v arheologiji: 
!
učinkovito odkrivanje arheoloških ostankov,#
!
Prvo vprašanje: Kolikšen napor oz. intenzivnost vzorčenja je potrebna za odkritje določenega 
razreda ostankov glede na različne fizične okoliščine in metodo vzorčenja? Tu ne gre toliko za 
količinske ocene, temveč za določitev zaupanja v odkrivanje ostankov glede na enoto porabljene 
energije (i.e. stroške). 
!
Osrednji koncept: DISCOVER MODEL SAMPLING (DMS) (formalno definirano kot verjetnost, da 
bodo ostanki ugotovljeni z določeno metodo vzorčenja).  
!
Glavni parametri: vztrajnost prisotnosti (obstrusiveness), številčnost (abundance), prostorska 
zgostitev (spatial aggregation) (po Schiffer et al. 1978,4). 
!
DMS se fokusira na vprašanje, kakšna intenzivnost vzorčenja je potrebna za odkrivanje ostankov v 
vzorčeni populaciji oz. vzorčni enoti. Ne ukvarja se z vprašanjem napovedi lokacij ostankov. 
!



http://www.utexas.edu/courses/denbow/labs/survey.htm#

http://www.utexas.edu/courses/denbow/labs/survey.htm#


Non-probabilistic sampling



Simple random sampling



Stratified random sampling



Systematic sampling



Stratified systematic or 
systematic unaligned 

sampling
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učinkovita ocena kvantitativnih in kvalitativnih lastnosti odkritih ostankov.#
!
SPM – model statistične natančnosti (statistical precision model) 

V nasprotju z DMS (glavni problem najti primere redko pojavljajočih se pojavov, i.e. 
ostankov) se SPM veliko bolje pokaže pri ocenjevanju številčno pogosteje 
pojavljajočih se pojavov.  
!
„Uspešnost“ SPM se lahko meri s primerjavo stroškov za pridobivanje statistične 
ocene določene natančnosti oz. napake. Tehnike z „low error-cost ratio“ so bolj 
učinkovite od tehnik z višjim „error-cost ratio“.  
!
!





C. Orton 2000. Sampling in Archaeology 







Foley, Off-site archaeology, an alternative approach for the 
short-sited. Pattern of the past, studies in honour of David 

Clarke, 1977







the study of the transition (in all its details) of animal remains 
from the biosphere to the lithosphere, i.e. the study of a 

process in the upshot of which the organism pass out of the 
different parts of the biosphere and being fossilized, become 

part of the litosphere (Efremov 1940, 85).

Tafonomija
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Fig. 20.3: Hyettos survey.

of landscape are the minimal units for surface survey.
Ideally these should be sufficiently large to include several
contiguous Siedlungskammer (districts large enough to
support a village settlement), where the vicissitudes of
settlement relocation and variations in land use within
natural settlement districts are likely to be picked up.

With the exception of built-up areas and other in-
accessible sectors, these contiguous areas should be 100%
fieldwalked, whilst within them surveyors need to record
surface data continuously rather than at arbitrary intervals.
This means counting surface artefacts (with manual 'click-
ers', for example), and collecting in a line a physical sample
of the visible material from every transect walked. Given
the weight and quantity of Greco-Roman tile that the
Mediterranean landsurface often reveals, it may be neces-
sary to count tile in situ and confine collection to non-tile
artefacts, or collect sample corners of tile pieces.

In advising on intervals between fieldwalkers, we
confront once more the problem of sampling. Since a
complete 'eye-cover' of the landsurface would require
walkers at as little as 1 metre intervals, the prohibitive
slowness of such a procedure would prevent an aspiring
regional survey from covering more than a single commune.
It is generally accepted therefore that what is actually 'seen'

by fieldwalkers is some form of representative sample. As
for the limitations of this partial inspection of the land-
surface, here at least we have some empirical evidence to
assist our decisions.

For field manuring scatters, or site discard 'haloes'
produced by deliberate disposal of settlement refuse
around and outside of settlement sites (often also for
manuring purposes across gardens), the spatial scale of
the phenomena is wide and this should allow adequate
recognition and recording from surveyors spaced at 10-
15 m intervals. But when we turn to the recognition of
activity foci - there is no doubt that intervals greater than
5 m produce information loss.

I need to elaborate on this last point. Basically there
are two major kinds of activity focus that may create
surface traces across an area smaller than 20-30 metre
diameter. One is a vestigial surface site, formerly, or
potentially, a much larger surface site. The other kind is a
group of sites that even under ideal surface conditions is
smaller than a 20-30 m diameter circle.

Let us start with vestigial site scatters. There is growing
empirical evidence that a small farmsite in the later
prehistoric, ancient and medieval periods in the Medi-
terranean, under suitable conditions of cultivation and



La «Forma Italiae»

La Forma Italiae (attualmente conta
trentanove volumi pubblicati, uno in 
stampa e quattro in preparazione) si basa 
dunque su presupposti metodologici di 
tradizione secolare ma che si sono sviluppati 
negli ultimi anni con esperienze che possono 
essere considerate d'avanguardia nel 
panorama anche internazionale della ricerca 
archeologica applicata sul territorio. 

La scelta di rappresentare l'informazione 
archeologica a scala 1:25.000 deriva dalla 
necessità di riferirsi ad una base operativa a 
livello nazionale (tavolette IGM) e di 
visualizzare le informazioni con un dettaglio 
sufficiente a supportare analisi storiche di 
tipo comprensoriale. 

La «Forma Italiae»

La Forma Italiae (attualmente conta
trentanove volumi pubblicati, uno in 
stampa e quattro in preparazione) si basa 
dunque su presupposti metodologici di 
tradizione secolare ma che si sono sviluppati 
negli ultimi anni con esperienze che possono 
essere considerate d'avanguardia nel 
panorama anche internazionale della ricerca 
archeologica applicata sul territorio. 

La scelta di rappresentare l'informazione 
archeologica a scala 1:25.000 deriva dalla 
necessità di riferirsi ad una base operativa a 
livello nazionale (tavolette IGM) e di 
visualizzare le informazioni con un dettaglio 
sufficiente a supportare analisi storiche di 
tipo comprensoriale. 

Forma	  Italiae



South Etruria Survey



South Etruria Survey
South Etruria Survey

Il risultato fu una delle più 
ampie ricognizioni topografiche 
mai intraprese. 

In un periodo di circa vent’anni di 
attività furono indagati circa 
1000 kmq di territorio a nord di 
Roma e individuati circa 2000 siti
(Ward Perkins 1955, 1957, 1961, 
1968; Duncan 1958; Jones 1962, 
1963; Ogilvie 1965; Potter 1979).

Contestualmente si assiste a 
campagne di scavo volte a 
ricostruire una sequenza datata 
di tipi ceramici e a risolvere 
problemi specifici.

1000 km2

2000 najdišč



Il lavoro sul campo

Ricognitori impegnati in una strisciata nel territorio di Montalcino (SI)

La ricognizione di superficie



Evidenze rintracciabili sul terreno

Esempio di concentrazione di 
materiale archeologico 

rintracciabile sulla superficie di 
un campo lavorato

Estensione molto limitata

Evidenze rintracciabili sul terreno

Esempio di concentrazione di 
materiale archeologico 

rintracciabile sulla superficie 
di un campo lavorato

Dimensioni medie

Evidenze rintracciabili 
sul terreno

Esempio di concentrazione di 
materiale archeologico 

rintracciabile sulla superficie di 
un fondo coltivato a oliveto



Materiali ceramici

Ceramica a vernice nera

Materiali ceramici

Maiolica arcaica

Materiali ceramici rari

Forum ware

Materiali ceramici

Ceramiche acrome depurate da mensa e da dispensa



Materiali edilizi
Cocciopesto, argilla pressata, intonaco dipinto, tessere di mosaico







100m2	

Not surveyed

16m2

4m2

10m

Sampling





~ 1.100 kg of collected material

2.2 ha surface surveyed

estimated 7.200 kg of material on surface

28.755 pieces

220 samples



Assemblage





Size



Richness



Diversity



Tableware



Cookingware



Amphorae



CBM large pieces



Protohistoric tiles



Dolia



Lamps
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scatters "came on and off like traffic lights" ', there is
very little sign that since this was published, more recent,
even ongoing surveys are aware of this and have adapted
their methodologies accordingly!

SURVEY AND SAMPLING STRATEGIES

One area of methodology which seems to be inadequately
understood even by current survey projects, is that of
sampling strategy. Because we cannot begin a regional
survey with a 'control population' to base a sampling
strategy on, the urge to take shortcuts in methodology via
some supposedly 'representative sample' must be resisted
at every opportunity. I therefore cannot support transect
strip surveys where thin lines of information are separated
by thick lines of ignorance, or transects where data are
only collected from 'spot samples' at set intervals (say
every 50, 100 or 200 metres) (cf. Coccia and Mattingly,
1992: 222-3, for the same point). If we do not know the
structure of the surface data, what grounds do we have for
putting any reliance on the representativity of thin transect
samples or spot samples across the landscape? The follow-
ing sequence of figures illustrates what I mean:

Figure 20.1 from the AgerTarraconensis survey (Carrelé
et al, 1995) shows what we would now have to consider
as poor practice. It demonstrates the sampling strategy
across the entire city region, with the fields actually walked
shaded in black. A first criticism is that the thin transect
strips are unlikely to reveal the complexity of a 2-dimen-
sional settlement system and its correlated spacings.
Secondly, we learn that out of the total area of the mapped
sample strips (more than 50 km sq) a mere 11 sq km was
actually fieldwalked (the shaded areas), producing a highly
uneven cover of landscape even within the arbitrary strips.
Finally one might add that the strategy employed here -
using whole fields as the normal unit of study, removes
one's ability to detect trends in density from site cores
through haloes to variations in offsite activity. Best
published practice: the Nemea (Alcock et al, 1994) and
N.W. Keos (Cherry et al., 1991 ) surveys in southern Greece,
the latter shown in Fig. 20.2. Here we can see a large block
of contiguous territory as the survey sample, of which a
very high percentage has been intensively fieldwalked.

The only improvement I would suggest to these last
two examples is to survey in standardised transect blocks
to facilitate rapid computerisation (rather than using
irregular modern fields) and ensure the most accurate
comparisons of surface density across all field survey units
(cf. the Hvar and Hyettos survey grids in Figs. 20.3-5).

Let us consider the evidence that sampling strategies
such as thin survey transects are potentially or actually
misleading.

I will start with the famous l/5th sample of the island
of Melos, where a series of narrow, 1 km-wide strips was
laid in parallel across the island, only one in five being
fieldwalked (Renfrew and Wagstaff, 1982). It has long

Fig. 20.1: Ager Tarraconensis survey (Carrelé et al., 1995).

been apparent (Bintliff, 1984) that such a sample of the
landscape works well if settlement/activity patterns are
made up of highly numerous foci distributed uniformly
across the island's surface, but if population becomes
nucleated, you have only a 1 in 5 chance of detecting such
nucleations. In this case the major Bronze Age urban centre
at Phylakopi in the north-east of the island might well
have remained undetected by such a survey, had it not
been found through extensive survey last century; without
Phylakopi - or the Classical town of Ancient Melos in the
north-centre of the island - the development of the island
becomes incomprehensible.

Curiously this fundamental weakness in strip-transect
sampling was exposed long ago by Stephen Shennan's
testing of transect methodology against the modern settle-
ment map on his East Hampshire Survey (Shadla-Hall and
Shennan, 1978: 95); 20% transect sampling found a
representative sample of the modern farms but missed the
only town in the district. The implications of the omission
of the giant city of Teotihuacan from a sample survey of
the Valley of Mexico were discussed even earlier (and
with great humour!) by Kent Flannery in The Early
Mesoamerican Village (Flannery, 1976: 131-6).

A second example of the dangers of small strip (or its
alternative, dispersed box) samples for representing land-
scapes, where most of the landscape remains unresearched
between the sample units, comes from my own recent survey
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Fig. 20.2: The density of pottery (expressed in sherds per ha) in tracts in the survey area.

experience. This is evidence emanating from a very small
sector of the Boeotia Survey in Central Greece.

The fate of the population of the ancient city of Hyettos,
in north Boeotia, after the end of Antiquity, and that of its
rural hinterland, were still a complete mystery even after
French archaeologists had compiled an extensive survey
of the site and collated its historical record (Etienne and
Knoepfler, 1976). Nothing could be said after the last
references to the town in the 6th century AD, until the first
appearance of local villages in travellers' accounts dating
to the Early Modern period.

It was a fortunate decision that towards the end of the
Boeotia Project's ten-year programme of fieldwalking, we
took a conscious step to open up an entirely new zone of
the province to intensive survey. The ancient city of Hyettos
and its territory were a considerable distance from, and
geographically quite-contrasted to, the extensive sector of
south-west Boeotia where we had concentrated our field-
walking during the preceding seven years. Subsequently,
over three seasons, we were able both to «urvey the entire
surface of the city and several square kilometres of its
surrounding countryside, as a control sample over the results
achieved from some 50 square kilometres of rural and
urban survey in southwest Boeotia.

The city of Hyettos did indeed appear to lose occupation

in the 6th-7th centuries AD, with limited reoccupation
only much later in the High Medieval period. More
interesting however for our present purpose were the
results of the countryside survey: apart from a dense scatter
of Classical Greek farms and Roman villas (predictable
from our survey work elsewhere in Boeotia) - whose
distribution might well be amenable to a 20% survey, one
particular small district of little more than 500 m in breadth
provided information about the post-Roman sequence in
this region that only 100% fieldwalking cover could have
hoped to detect.

No less than five discrete medieval settlement sites
have been found in a chain from west to east across this
small distance (Fig. 20.3), each apparently representing a
specific unique phase in settlement history as well as
evidencing overlaps to each other; the entire sequence
should begin not long after the abandonment of the city,
in the 7th-8th centuries AD and continues up to the late
19th AD centuries. Potentially the associated ceramic
assemblages are without parallel in Greece. Given the
scarcity of early medieval sites in Greece, and the small
size of these particular sites, the chances of recovering
such a complete sequence using transect or box sample
survey are infinitesimal.

For these reasons I believe that large continuous blocks
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surface visibility, may occupy a surface artefact scatter of
20-30 m diameter. This would be recognisable through
15 m-interval fieldwalking. However, there are many
observable site transformation phenomena that reduce
surface sites of this size to something much more vestigial
(frequently to a surface scatter of 10, 5 or even 1-2 metres
in diameter). For those of us who regularly revisit sites it
has become clear that cultivation processes can alter the
apparent size and density, or otherwise obscure and even
bury surface sites from season to season, and even within
a single field season, whilst vegetation cover can often
inhibit recognition of much or all of a small site (our own
Boeotia Survey observations are completely confirmed
by the much more systematic experiments carried out on
the Montarrenti survey, cf. Barker and Symonds, 1984;
Barker et al., 1986). Moreover, some sectors of the
palaeolandscape are likely to be permanently 'invisible'
to survey through erosion, colluviation and alluviation,
processes that generally appear to have acted in an acceler-
ated way from later prehistoric times onwards (Allen
[1991] calculates that an astonishing l/5th of the south
English Downland surface may have its surface archae-
ology obscured to survey as a result of these factors; Barker
and Symonds [1984: 281] demonstrate major obscuring
of the prehistoric landsurface in Italy).

The variable effects of surface vegetation should always
be countered through the use of a 'visibility count' in every
transect. Grading transects from 1-10 to represent the
degree of soil visibility (10 representing a bare soil
completely open to view, 1 a transect where all soil was
obscured by surface vegetation) allows the preparation of
'visibility corrected' surface artefact density maps of entire
landscapes and individual site surfaces. These have proved
invaluable in providing more realistic distributions of
surface archaeology, and equally more accurate site sizes.
This relatively simple method, which we have employed
on the Boeotia (Bintliff and Snodgrass, 1985) and Hvar
(Bintliff and Gaffney, 1988) Projects, works as follows. A
'raw' density map shows the counts per transect of potsherds
seen by each fieldwalker. If the 'visibility' count in a transect
is 2/10 and the pot counted was 4, whilst in another transect
there were also 4 potsherds seen but the visibility was 10/
10, on the subsequent 'visibility corrected' map the first
transect is given a pot count of 20, whereas the second
receives only 4 sherds. For examples of application, see
Figs. 20.4-5:

These figures illustrate the same sector of the Hvar
Survey; individual fieldwalkers are at 10 m intervals, with
the number representing sherds counted on each 45 m
long individual transect; numbers in bold are additional
sherds on walls or stone cairns as opposed to the field
surfaces. Fig. 20.4 shows 'raw' counts on and around a
locality that was later identified as a Roman villa site P4.
Fig. 20.5 shows a visibility-corrected version of the same
map.

As mentioned above, the other class of phenomena
where surface scatters can frequently fall well below a

diameter of 20—30 metres are activity foci that were from
the time of use always more confined in scale than the
farmstead: for example small rural cemeteries, rural
shrines, rural farmsheds or other work loci (to mention
those attested from Mediterranean survey experience). To
illustrate this I could mention two sites from the Boeotia
Project, where we can contrast site PP17 - a characteristic
family farm of Classical Greek date, where the farmstead
plus its surrounding 'halo' can be encompassed within an
oval some 60x50 metres - with another site a mere 150
metres distant, site PP11 - a tiny cluster of broken Classical

Fig. 20.4: Hvar survey.

Fig. 20.5: Hvar survey.

.
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THE PROBLEMS OF LOW POPULATION AND LOW
CERAMIC UTILIZATION IN THE LANDSCAPE

All the above considerations are eminently-practicable for
historic periods of dense human population in a survey
region, represented by numerous and varied sites. The
special approaches required by surveyors to reconstruct
regional activity in later prehistory we have already
referred to. I would now like to turn to the problems likely
to be encountered in the study of historic eras where
population might be hypothesized to have been extremely
low and/or ceramic use unusually limited per household.
Just as we observed in the case of a comparison between
small prehistoric sites and prehistoric manuring scatters,
the possibility of sample error is strong, as in such
circumstances the potential significance of 1-2 sherds
found in a locality is inevitably heightened.

In Mediterranean Europe we do have considerable
knowledge of the occupational phases in regional land-
scapes where such problems are apparent. A first example
is the poverty of Late Roman finds in the Ager Tarraconensis
survey of Eastern Spain, referred to earlier in this paper.
To explain this phenomenon, Keay and Millett (refs. in
Note 1) suggest that low density Late Roman evidence in
the Ager Tarraconensis was due to few rural sites having
access to pottery supplies. This is a problematic interpre-
tation, since the Roman town of Tarragona itself appears
to have no such shortage, whilst the distances from potential
pottery-sources to the rural sites concerned and local
topography involved are also no obvious hindrance. The
Late Roman scatters identified, furthermore, seem to be
very focussed within the small 'windows' of countryside
fieldwalked. An equally, if not perhaps more, plausible
explanation could be severe population decline across the
countryside leading to smaller, less populated sites and
reduced levels of manuring and other offsite activity.

Moving on to a second case-study, let us turn to Italy,
where a much-discussed difficult period for regional
survey recognition is that of Early Medieval settlement.
The approach adopted in Italy, problem-orientation, is
essential: seeking out known locations of human activity
for the difficult period and comparing the material culture
found with written sources to see what the surveyor might
expect to find (Barker et al, 1986: 293; for the Rieti
survey and medieval site search cf. Coccia and Mattingly,
1992: 253).

However as discussed at length above, this is only the
start; it is highly unlikely that a single mode of sherd density
or scatter extent will prove definable for an entire region
even in a single phase. An appropriate field methodology
is required to recognize the true variety in surface sites:
line-walking and continuous collection provide a firm
database, then there ought to be a strong research focus on
the study of the finds from weakly-represented periods, to
identify new assemblage components. The careful study of
assemblage composition from sites identified through
problem-orientation allows us to see the kinds of material

likely to represent contemporary activity elsewhere. But
we need to be wary of assuming a uniform density or
variety of finds: other sites in problem-periods may be as
rich in finds as the type-sites are poor.

The source of our difficulties in such periods may be:
low population leaving slight ceramic traces across the
landscape, and occupying small and low-density sites; or
alternatively, denser populations utilizing and discarding
low amounts of ceramic per head of population; or finally,
a combination of these two scenarios - some experts would
see this as the most likely model for the post-Roman
centuries in southern Europe.

CONCLUSIONS

1) No assumptions can be made about the structure and
meaning of artefact distributions on a regional land-
surface prior to intensive survey; the appropriate
methodology is one which will allow structure to make
itself known through survey sensitivity.

2) You cannot sample in the dark: avoid sample shortcuts
wherever possible through fieldwalking large con-
tiguous blocks of countryside of at least Siedlungs-
kammer size (that of one and preferably more tradi-
tional communes / parishes), counting and collecting
surface artefacts continuously in frequent and regular
transects (fieldwalkers 5-15 m apart, transects no
longer than 50-100 m).

3) A logical procedure should be followed in evaluating
in the field the complex patterning revealed through
intensive fieldwalking. Period-based analysis of the
surface distribution of finds should proceed through a
series of stages to look for qualitative and quantitative
indications of discrete discard behaviours, whose
operation can be seen to create particular parts of the
regional artefact scatter structure. Typical examples
of these behaviours might be extensive manuring; site
halo infield manuring/market gardening; occupation
sites of varying size and density - reflecting a wide
range of variables, both cultural and natural; non-
domestic activity foci e.g. cemeteries, shrines, in-
dustrial loci, military loci.

All scatters likely to reflect activity foci should be
given a secondary detailed survey using a recording
and collecting grid for the counting and sampling of
finds (and in some cases complementary mapping of
rooftile, and geophysical and geochemical sampling,
cf. Bintliff, 1992)(2).

4) The known operation of recurrent distorting factors
in the creation of surface sites makes any suggestion
of a magic formula allowing easy reading of surface
scatters entirely fanciful; sites of the same function
and size will give very varied surface densities accord-
ing to their length of use, history of cultivation, the
current state of land utilisation and vegetation cover
at time of survey, whilst all cultures create a wide
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THE PROBLEMS OF LOW POPULATION AND LOW
CERAMIC UTILIZATION IN THE LANDSCAPE

All the above considerations are eminently-practicable for
historic periods of dense human population in a survey
region, represented by numerous and varied sites. The
special approaches required by surveyors to reconstruct
regional activity in later prehistory we have already
referred to. I would now like to turn to the problems likely
to be encountered in the study of historic eras where
population might be hypothesized to have been extremely
low and/or ceramic use unusually limited per household.
Just as we observed in the case of a comparison between
small prehistoric sites and prehistoric manuring scatters,
the possibility of sample error is strong, as in such
circumstances the potential significance of 1-2 sherds
found in a locality is inevitably heightened.

In Mediterranean Europe we do have considerable
knowledge of the occupational phases in regional land-
scapes where such problems are apparent. A first example
is the poverty of Late Roman finds in the Ager Tarraconensis
survey of Eastern Spain, referred to earlier in this paper.
To explain this phenomenon, Keay and Millett (refs. in
Note 1) suggest that low density Late Roman evidence in
the Ager Tarraconensis was due to few rural sites having
access to pottery supplies. This is a problematic interpre-
tation, since the Roman town of Tarragona itself appears
to have no such shortage, whilst the distances from potential
pottery-sources to the rural sites concerned and local
topography involved are also no obvious hindrance. The
Late Roman scatters identified, furthermore, seem to be
very focussed within the small 'windows' of countryside
fieldwalked. An equally, if not perhaps more, plausible
explanation could be severe population decline across the
countryside leading to smaller, less populated sites and
reduced levels of manuring and other offsite activity.

Moving on to a second case-study, let us turn to Italy,
where a much-discussed difficult period for regional
survey recognition is that of Early Medieval settlement.
The approach adopted in Italy, problem-orientation, is
essential: seeking out known locations of human activity
for the difficult period and comparing the material culture
found with written sources to see what the surveyor might
expect to find (Barker et al, 1986: 293; for the Rieti
survey and medieval site search cf. Coccia and Mattingly,
1992: 253).

However as discussed at length above, this is only the
start; it is highly unlikely that a single mode of sherd density
or scatter extent will prove definable for an entire region
even in a single phase. An appropriate field methodology
is required to recognize the true variety in surface sites:
line-walking and continuous collection provide a firm
database, then there ought to be a strong research focus on
the study of the finds from weakly-represented periods, to
identify new assemblage components. The careful study of
assemblage composition from sites identified through
problem-orientation allows us to see the kinds of material

likely to represent contemporary activity elsewhere. But
we need to be wary of assuming a uniform density or
variety of finds: other sites in problem-periods may be as
rich in finds as the type-sites are poor.

The source of our difficulties in such periods may be:
low population leaving slight ceramic traces across the
landscape, and occupying small and low-density sites; or
alternatively, denser populations utilizing and discarding
low amounts of ceramic per head of population; or finally,
a combination of these two scenarios - some experts would
see this as the most likely model for the post-Roman
centuries in southern Europe.

CONCLUSIONS

1) No assumptions can be made about the structure and
meaning of artefact distributions on a regional land-
surface prior to intensive survey; the appropriate
methodology is one which will allow structure to make
itself known through survey sensitivity.

2) You cannot sample in the dark: avoid sample shortcuts
wherever possible through fieldwalking large con-
tiguous blocks of countryside of at least Siedlungs-
kammer size (that of one and preferably more tradi-
tional communes / parishes), counting and collecting
surface artefacts continuously in frequent and regular
transects (fieldwalkers 5-15 m apart, transects no
longer than 50-100 m).

3) A logical procedure should be followed in evaluating
in the field the complex patterning revealed through
intensive fieldwalking. Period-based analysis of the
surface distribution of finds should proceed through a
series of stages to look for qualitative and quantitative
indications of discrete discard behaviours, whose
operation can be seen to create particular parts of the
regional artefact scatter structure. Typical examples
of these behaviours might be extensive manuring; site
halo infield manuring/market gardening; occupation
sites of varying size and density - reflecting a wide
range of variables, both cultural and natural; non-
domestic activity foci e.g. cemeteries, shrines, in-
dustrial loci, military loci.

All scatters likely to reflect activity foci should be
given a secondary detailed survey using a recording
and collecting grid for the counting and sampling of
finds (and in some cases complementary mapping of
rooftile, and geophysical and geochemical sampling,
cf. Bintliff, 1992)(2).

4) The known operation of recurrent distorting factors
in the creation of surface sites makes any suggestion
of a magic formula allowing easy reading of surface
scatters entirely fanciful; sites of the same function
and size will give very varied surface densities accord-
ing to their length of use, history of cultivation, the
current state of land utilisation and vegetation cover
at time of survey, whilst all cultures create a wide214 John Bintliff

range of activity foci with highly variable surface
manifestations even under identical soil conditions

and land use histories.
5) Revisiting and careful, intensive examination of all

but the largest sites can assist in reducing interpretative
distortions, but experience suggests that a notable
proportion of surviving sites eludes even the vigilant
intensive survey, especially when employing single-
visit fieldwalking of a district.

6) Field survey is an incomplete guide to regional settle-

ment systems, but it is an illusion to suppose that

excavation or historical source control is a firmer basis

- these approaches are probably even more inadequate
for regional settlement reconstruction than largescale

intensive survey. In combination however I believe
that these three approaches can create Piggott's 'cumu-

lative credibility' ; many of the more intractable prob-

lems of settlement and population reconstruction and

interpretation may be assisted considerably through a

dialectic in the field involving information from all

three sources of regional information.

NOTES

1 Much effort has been devoted, for example, on the Laconia
Survey (Greece) to establishing a mathematical formula for
defining the precise edge of 'sites' as opposed to 'non-site'
pottery scatter (Cavanagh et al., 1988) without questionning
whether discard behaviour involving rubbish disposal might
create a more flowing series of transition stages between
occupation areas, farmyard zones, gardens, infield and outfield.
The central aim of the survey methodology practised on the
Ager Tarraconensis Survey (Spain) is the 'discovery' of sites
('ADABS' ie abnormal density above background scatter)
through the use of an arbitrary 'magic' formula (any pottery
scatter whose density value is within the top eighth or top 10%
of all density values for each period qualifies as a likely site)
(Carrelé et al, 1995; Millett, 1991; Keay and Mille«, 1991;
the threshold values cited vary confusingly between these
publications). The Neothermal Dalmatia Project, using a
variant of the Ager Tarraconensis 'magic formula' approach
(Chapman and Shiel, 1993), define sites as locations with
more than the average density of finds on them.

2 On small rural sites sample units of 5x5 or 10x10 m are
efficient sizes. On urban sites our experience in Boeotia
suggests that 20x20 m sample units are appropriate for towns
up to 20-30 ha in size, whilst for larger urban sites of one to
several square kilometres, sample units work well at some
50x50 m in size to combine spatial sensitivity with ease and
speed of operating the survey.

3 I would now accept the argument that manure scatters of
bronze age date are unlikely to survive till today in well-
cultivated ploughsoil, indicating a likely buried feature as
the normal source of bronze age pottery scatters (Bintliff et
al., in press).
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But we must never ignore the fact that such Obvious
surface sites' are unlikely to represent identical subsurface
phenomena. If, as we might normally expect to be the
case with such dense scatters - intensive site analysis
confirms a domestic settlement - the 'high-density' visible
may be due to longer-use within a particular period, greater
population at one specific time, or more favourable
cultivation practices/surface vegetation cover for revealing
larger quantities of artefacts. Isolating the role of such
factors requires detailed on-site research: it may not always
be possible in the time available to resolve these possible
distinctions, nor may the chronological resolution available
for ceramic and other finds ensure an adequate control
over occupation-length. It is also not unknown that some
classes of site may be the most prolific of finds but not in
fact represent domestic sites (such as lithic workfloors, cf.
Schofield, 1991c:128).

Even though the traditional intuitive assumption that
concentrations of finds = occupation sites, is likely to be
confirmed through on-site analysis and laboratory study of
the finds, we must conclude that there are exceptional
cases where this is incorrect. Far more important, though,
is the point that past settlement sites and other activity foci
take many other surface forms than high-density scatters.
To take the 'sites' that might have been found through
traditional extensive survey methods as the touchstone of
site definition for modern, intensive surveys would be
indeed a sad regression of methodology, and we must pay
all the more attention to elucidating what the rest of our
distributions could reflect in behavioural terms.

OFFSITE MANURING SCATTERS

My own empirical experience would suggest that we need
next to try and examine the evidence for extensive manuring
in each period, detectable from the widespread carpets of
worn potsherds that accompanied more perishable organic
rubbish into the cultivated fields. In the Mediterranean the
advocates of the 'manuring hypothesis' (Wilkinson, 1982;
1989; 1992; 1994; Barker et al., 1986; Bintliff and
Snodgrass, 1988; Hayes, 1991) have argued, at length, on
the basis of such evidence, that in certain regions for limited
periods there was a highly-significant form of agricultural
intensification within cultivable zones using urban and rural
settlement refuse. The evidence from France, Italy, Greece
and the Middle East has been taken to reflect periodic
attempts to sustain high agricultural productivity within
unstable 'boom-bust' arable cycles that are linked to
overpopulation, market fluctuations and soil fertility decline.

Those who argue against this hypothesis (Wilkinson
wittily refers to them as the 'no turd unstoned' school)
have seen effective counter-arguments placed against their
objections (Wilkinson, to comments in Current Anthro-
pology, 1994; Snodgrass, in answer to Alcock et al., in
Morris, 1994). Outside of these periods and places there
is no a priori assumption of widespread manuring activity

Settlement size

Hamlets and farmsteads < 1

Villages 2-9 ha

Small town* 10-29 ha

Large town/city > 40 ha

*One example only: site 48

Radius of scatter (km)

.5 ha 0.2-0.4

0.6-1.0

1.3

2.2-6.0

in the North Jazira.

Fig. 20.6: The approximate radius of significant field
scatters surrounding archaeological sites in the Middle

East (total sample: 19 settlements).

beyond the empirical evidence recorded in most countries
of southern Europe, and the knowledge that Greco-Roman
agrarian authors recommend such practices.

Such phases of regional intensive manuring are marked
in the landscape by extensive potsherd scatters radiating
outward from contemporary sites of all sizes. Urban sites
can be associated with the most impressive manuring
carpets, extending to distances up to half an hour or more
from the settlement (as has been documented by our
Boeotia Project in Greece for the cities of Thespiae and
Hyettos, and in the Middle East by Wilkinson; cf. Fig.
20.6, from Wilkinson, 1989).

An interesting corollary of intensive, sherd-rich manur-
ing derived from domestic rubbish deposits and targeted to
arable land, is the complementary concept of extensive,
purely organic, manuring in sectors of lowland landscape
devoted to pastoral use, where direct animal manuring
through the pasturing of flocks would be linked to a virtual
absence of domestic, artefact-rich manure characteristic of
cropped sectors. Although argued-for in Britain and France
(Hayes, 1991: 82) the model remains to be widely-tested
in the Mediterranean (but has been tentatively identified in
the Middle East, cf. Wilkinson, 1992). A likely complication
in recognizing such sherd-poor sectors in heavily-manured
landscapes as potential pastoral land, is the evidence for
'the friction of distance' limiting manuring carpets to some
2-3 kms from a typical medium-to-large urban settlement
(evidenced with our own Boeotian city 'carpets', and by
Wilkinson, 1989). Beyond such distances, the lack of major
offsite ceramic carpets could reflect either remoteness from
available domestic rubbish supplies or the dominance of
pastoral land use.

Identifying arable manuring scatters within the overall
spread of pottery across the landscape is as much a
qualitative and 'geographic' analysis as a quantitative one;
the homogeneity and abraded nature of the sherds, their
'carpet-like' nature on the surface, their disconnectedness
from visible horizons of occupation in road sections and
other exposures of the subsoil (Wilkinson, 1992), are all
helpful clues where overall pot densities are large and
areas covered by surface finds are considerable.

When such characteristics are subdued, as might be
expected with potential Bronze Age manuring, where



Hidden landscapes
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Fig. 3. — Territorial analysis of the town and village network of Classical Boeotia.
Known city and village sites shown as black triangles and circles, hypothetical village loca-
tions shown as question marks. The territories reconstructed for each settlement have been
achieved through a Thiessen Polygon analysis (solid black cell borders). Within each hypo-
thetical territorial cell a modular circle of 2,5 km radius has been fitted to illustrate the com-
parable size of most putative territories.

whole we find the same story — the city of Thebes6 is probably already a multi-ham-
let in Protogeometric times and a small town by Geometric times.

There are several possible reasons for the early differentiation in size within the
modular village network of Boeotia: variable quality of arable land and other natural
resources, the survival of larger populations at Mycenaean central places through the
Dark Ages, and the unpredictable consequences of events and personalities that make
up day-to-day history — that short term history (histoire événementielle) to which I
shall return later in this paper.

However, as throughout Southern Mainland Greece, population seems generally to
be rising from Geometric times until well into the Classical and Early Hellenistic cen-
turies. The ordered natural ecology of the initial modular settlement territories will be
put under strain as the resources of each cell come under stress from such burgeoning
populations in the individual settlement foci; and we may expect that the strains will
be strongest in the already larger settlements. Such a scenario seems the most plau-
sible explanation for what I might term, to stay with an ecological perspective, the phe-
nomenon of "Predatory Expansion".

6. S. SYMEONOGLOU, The Topography of Thebes from the Bronze Age to Modern Times (1985).
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Fig. 7, 8, 9. — Plans of the main urban sites of Classical Boeotia drawn to the same scale,
grouped into three major size and status classes (A, B, C) and graphed.



[t]he first part is devoted to a 
history whose passage is almost 
imperceptible, that of man in his 
relationship to the environment, a 

history in which all change is 
slow, a history of constant 

repetition, ever-recurring cycles.
…in the second part of the book, 

studying in turn economic 
systems, states, societies, 
civilizations and… in the 

complex arena of warfare.… the 
third part gives a hearing to 

traditional history, …that is, the 
history of events. (20 1)

Fernand Braudel, The Mediterranean and 
the Mediterranean world in the Age of 

Philip II



It was when I was constructing my book on The 
Mediterranean, I was led to divide the times of history 

according to their different speeds, according to different 
temporalities. I think there are actually rapid times, longer 

times, and almost immobile times. But it was in the end of this 
course, not by a preliminary operation, that I arrived at this 
conception of time of history. Similarly, the longue durée of 
which I am the advocator, it was an artifice by which I was 
escaped from certain tangible difficulties. I did not think to 

longue durée before writing my book on The Mediterranean. 
(Braudel 1978, 244 5)
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HISTORY SHORT TERM—ÉVÉNEMENTS
OF Narrative, Political History;
EVENTS Events;

Individuals.

STRUCTURAL MEDIUM TERM—CONJONCTURES
HISTORY Social, Economic History;

Economic, Agrarian, Demographic Cycles;
History of eras, regions, societies;
Worldviews, ideologies (Mentalités).

LONG TERM—STRUCTURES OF THE 'LONGUE DURÉE'
Geohistory: 'enabling and constraining';
History of civilizations, peoples;
Stable technologies, World views (Mentalités).

Fig. 14. — Braudel's model of historical time or "Structural History".

tuations of demography and prosperity whose wavelength of growth and decay is the
"moyenne durée", the Medium Term of the order of half a millennium. Here we see
most clearly the ecological cycles of Malthusian type and the erection and dismantling
of sophisticated urban, political and cultural structures that grow and decay with them.

Yet both Long and Medium Term wavelengths are normally beyond the cogni-
zance of contemporaries, the human actors whose decisions we have yet to create space
for. Here lies the necessity for the wavelength of the Short Term, the world of "évé-
nements", events and personalities, and unpredictable chance. As that master of the
Longest Term, the palaeontologist Stephen Jay Gould has put it, we cannot predict his-
tory, we can only postdict it32.

Thus in the Boeotian Geometric to Roman sequence the role of the short term
can be seen to be crucial to the way each city reacts to general trends in the medium
term. From the very beginning the role of chance and individual personalities may have
influenced the way that some pioneer villages rose to power over their neighbours, even
if others, like Thebes, had inbuilt geographic and historic advantages from the start.
Tanagra and Thespiae had good fortune in recurrently backing the winning side in the
conflicts of the Late Republic, and escaped the fate of most other towns in the region

32. S. J. GOULD, "Evolution and the Triumph of Homology", American Science 74 (1986), p. 60-69.



Progetto Valle del Biferno

Tra i progetti che si inseriscono nel solco 
tracciato dalla BRITISH SCHOOL AT ROME vi 
è certamente il BIFERNO VALLEY Project 
diretto nella seconda metà degli anni ’70 da 
Graeme Barker.

Il progetto ha visto lo svolgersi di 
ricognizioni in aree campione, saggi di 
scavo, carotaggi e indagini geofisiche. 
Vengono inoltre studiati i resti faunistici, 
botanici e geomorfologici.

Unendo le testimonianze archeologiche e ambientali per i periodi preistorici e 
collegando l’archeologia e la storia dell’ambiente dei periodi più tardi con l’opera 
degli storici medievali e moderni il progetto si proponeva di stabilire la relazione 
tra insediamento umano e storia del paesaggio nella valle negli ultimi 50.000 
anni.

Biferno Valley Survey


